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Robert N. Meroney
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Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO 80523.

During the fall of 2001, 59 participants from 12 countries me
Zakopane, Poland, to discuss the fluid dynamics of vortex t
and sheets, often considered to be the basic building bloc
fluid flow at high Reynolds numbers, whether laminar or tu
lent in nature. Their structure, stability, and evolution affect m
important physical processes such as magnetic flux tubes in
netohydrodynamics and the development and maintenance

bulent shear flows. These coherent structures occur at scales rang
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ing from astronomical~Sun’s corona! to infinitesimal~compress
ible boundary layers!.

The volume is dedicated to Dr. Anthony E. Perry~1937–
2001!, previously Professor at University of Melbourne and
neer and creative researcher in the fields of turbulence, t
dimensional flow separation, flow pattern topology, and vo
shedding processes.

The proceedings are organized into six discrete sections w
deal respectively with~1! vortex structure, stability, and evo
tion; ~2! singular vortex filaments;~3! magnetic structure, topo
ogy and reconnection;~4! turbulent flows;~5! finite-time singu
larity problems; and~6! Stokes flows and boundary behavior. T
379-page volume is well organized, the individual papers
figures are carefully edited, and the figures and graphics ar
cellent. The editors have provided a detailed topic index, w
makes the information very accessible.

This volume will make a timely and valuable addition to
bookshelves of those concerned with the fundamental physic
mathematics of fluid flow structure and the development of

-bulence.
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